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Tbe purpose of t~lis research Has to report the finc1ingc~ 
of a c~.se study in ll11?nG.ge~·lial conflict. r:L'he study atter1pted 
to iJsl1tify the underlying aspect of conflict, both as it 
relates to the individual and to the org~~ization as a whole. 
Conflict has been defined as incompatibility between 
objectives and goals; as the behavior of deliberately 
interfering with another's goals; and in psychological tel~S, 
of hostility. 
The rationale for this case study was twofold. The first 
deals with the stated goals of the corporation: "to provide 
pleasant, positive atmosphere for employees challenge and 
satisfaction." The second rationale for undertaking a case 
study in organizational conflict has something to do with 
tr~1sition. The recent acquisition of E.D.P. (Electronic Data 
Processing) equipment by the corporation will have SUbstantial 
irnpact on both the method by which business is done and the 
persormel Hho will utilize the system. 
In oIlder to implement this CGse study, a survey/question­
nEd.l"e Has administered to the supervisor-ri1nnagement group. 
~he goal of the survey was to identify those work-related 
-'spects t~l.at lead to conflict situations. The sur'vey was 
designod to address four broad categories: or'ganization 1 
clirlal::e, Job motive.tion, r')le r;:mbi~uity, nnd ac~epto.r~ce of 
job chrmge • 
.r.. fu:'\tner means of identifying and characterizinr the 
corporation w~s undertaken. This involved unstructured 
in":'ervieHs and discussion wi th the corporate president, as 
well ·I""l.S tt:e supervisor-management tean. 
3ased on the statistical Ella.lyses of the survey/question­
n8ire, it WQS the conclusion cf the researcher that ~~e inJices 
ut:ll.:ed l-Jare not accurate predictors or indicators of conflict 
within the organization in which the case study was conducted. 
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Purpose of the Project
 
The purpose of this research was to rep~rt the findings 
of a case study in managerial conflict. The study atteMpted 
to identify the underlying aspects of conflict, both as they 
relate to the individual and to the organization as a ~hole. 
Literature relevant to conflict management is 
voluminous. It would seem that there are more conflicting 
views in the filed of conflict management than there are 
conflicts to be resolved. 
Conflict has been defined as "incompatibility between 
objectives and goals; (1) as the behavior of deliberately 
interfering with another's goals; (2) and, in psychological 
terms, as hostility.H3 
The rationale for this thesis was two-foldo The first 
deals with the stated goals of the corporation: "to provide 
a pleasant, positive atmosphere for cooperation and teamvlork 
throughout ~he corporate structure for employee challenge and 
4 
satisfaction." The president maintains close centact with 
\)rgBnizational members. It is this close association that 
motiv[-ited pT'eViO~ls efforts at building intergroup, inter­




+ • , .vra.n S 1. "C~, -In. The receLt acquisition of E.D.P. (Electronic 
::=,a:'3. Precessing) by the corporation will have E'uDstantial 
impac t C:.lJ. the methods by which business is done, nnd on 
the personnel who will utilize the system. 
In order to implement this case study, a survey­
questioLL71aird was adrc.inistered to the supervisor-management 
group. The goal of this survey was to identify those work-
related aspects that lead to conflict situations. From this 
informational starting point, the organizations' leaders 
hoped to compare existing conditions with desired conditions. 
The survey addressed four broad categories: organizational 
climate, job motivation, role ambiguity, and the acceptance 
of job change. 
Organizational climate refers to the conditions, policies 
and procedures perceived by members o Assumptions vary as to 
its nature and impact on what does and can go on in the 
organization. Survey questions dealing with organizational 
5 
climate were drawn from Taylor and Bowers. 
The second group addressed job motivation. Job 
performance and motivation are difficult to measure. 
Questions dealing with motivation do, at least, ind:cate a 
level of arousal. The questions dealing with motivations 
6 
Here found in ~nker and Hunt. 
The third group dealt with job change. As previously 
mentloned, the organization in this study is going through 
transition. Its acquisition of E.D.P. equipment requires 




Ind iv:~_duc.l :perceptions !:~f the trans i tion need to be ,.., 
( 
addressed. 
The fourth category involves t~e concept of role 
~mbigu~ty and its rela~ionship to conflict. Role ambiguity 
is defined as the lack of clarity and the predictability of 
outcomes of behavicr. 
Investigating this aspect of the organization has 
pa.l'ticul:;.r validi ty in this case stud:,,-o The sup:e~iisor-
nanage:'">s not only must function efficiently to acc·')mplish 
m8nufactu~ing and shipping goals, they must also imElement 
new procedures demanded by the transition to E.D.P. 
A further means of identifying and characterizing the 
organization was undertaken during unstructured interviews 
with the ~orporate president. 
The stated purpose of this thesis was to report the 
findings of a case study in managerial conflict. The extent 
to which this study provided insight into how the company c~n 
best identify and maximize its human resources and their 
capabilities should prove its value. 
The evaluation of this thesis was on three levels. 
First, it was the intention of the researcher to contribute to 
the achiever:lent of the corporation t s stated objectives which 
include ffthe design, manufacture and sale of quality-engineered 
9 
capital products on a sound ethical and pporitable basis. 1t 
Personal performance evaluation by supervisors provided 
the feedback and indicated results. The second level of 
evalua tion concerned the opport 1.Jni ty to -'Jrovide top management 
with inforrnation related to the orgnnizr..tion as a flIDctioning 
l ~', 
.r':;.. 
The researcher considered tha case study not an end 
rr··)d'Jc"t, but 8. starting point. Organizations are d~mamic 
and con tinually changing enti ties. t;i th the sub~ission of 
these research materials, it was hoped that further questions 
and strategies could be developed. 
The prir:~_2Y cont:(>ib~ti')n of this project shouJd prove to 
be tl':~e raiS~-l'lt': of new questions abot~t -che methods He ut:e Hhe:1 
interac~ing with each ot~er in pursuing stated objectives. 
Statement of tee Problem 
The problem addressed by this researcher was succintly 
": 
stated by the corporate president. flA need exists to improve 
the coopel"ation in our organization and its efficiency." 
Accordingly, the services of a California-based psychia­
trist were obtained. He initiated a program which had its 
foundation in the linkage of behavior and expectations of 
group interaction. 
The goals of the program were to foster the perception 
of team membership, assist the management in its ability to 
pursue 0on~on strategies for attaining the corporate objec­
tives. It is from the perception of ourselves as separate 
from others that we originate most of the problems of every­
day life. 
vfuile the program was in operation, several objectives 
'Viere accomplished. The program provided a meeting place where 
the whole supervisor-management team 'vQS present. It served 
as a mechanism to introduce new members of the management team. 
; ; ~ 
"J;:.) 
It brousht together members whose responsibilities in the 
day-to-d~y uJeration left them little contact with other 
team mem~,_ ~rs. It served to focus attention on the fact that 
real differences did exist regarding the objectives and goals 
of the organization. Some members ad~itted to a complete 
lack o~ knowledge of these. The corporate president clarified 
the situation by issuing a spe -iric statement outlining the 
corporate objectives End goals. 
In ';:"his researcher's mind, the principal drawbac1: of the 
program was the face-to-face setting under which it was 
conducted. Personnel who participated had little background 
in the politics of conrrontation. Elements of insecurity and 
tension often pervaded the meetings. This information is 
provided not to show the deficiencies of such a program, but 
to emphasize the necessity for rurther investigation. The 
background information as provided above should serve to high­
light top management perception or an ongoing problem as well 
as indicate a rirm commitment to building a managerial team. 
This research was motivated by a second set of circum­
st8nces. A considerable financial investment had been made 
by the corporation in electronic data processing hardware 
and software. The successful use of the system depends on 
contr:1.butions from all members. E.D.P. presents a new 
ch8.11enge for everyone on the supervisor-management team. 
It requires re-thinking and an alteration of past policies. 
The transition from a manual to an E.D.P. system has the 
pot,ential of creating uncertalnty and role ambigui ty. The 
successful implementation of a complex program requires 
6 
ur:ified effort on the par·t of the entire l'l1ana.gerlent team. 
Hi['con;~eptions regarding t~le function fu"1d :r'equirereents of 
the S.D.P. system can create an environ~ent of conflict. 
Ultinately, the organization pays the cost for unresolved 
conflict and inefficiency. 
Project Title, Location and Duration 
The title of this project 't-J'£.3 "An Investigation into 
Hana3erial Conflict: A Case Study." The study 5.ttempted to 
ascertain the elements that contribute to conflict within a 
specific organization. 
Th~ project location was in Milwaukee, Wisconsin. The 
firm providinE the setting for this research is a medium-sized 
t~anufacturing corporation. The company designs, assemb~les 8.nd 
mar~ets its own products for use primarily in the p1e-stics 
industr:r. 
The project's duration was planned to cover a nine-month 
period. Wi th authorization from the corporate presi.c1ent, the 
project was to begin February 1, 1983, and be completed by 
October 7, 1983. 
Participants 
The project was conducted by an individual who is a 
meP'!ber of the supervisor-management team from which this 
research "'las obtained. Duties of this individual were to 
survsy research questionnaire development and administration; 
apply appropriate :1easurement scales; report intel"view find­




1,~embers ('f the mrnager1ent team from Hhich research 
data ;,.ras ~)bto.ined or collected represented both managerial 
and ~;;'7Pt r·,risory eMployees. 
Seventeen to twenGy individuals participated. Their 
Tareas of resilonsibili t: included fir.'ancial, sales, 
ungineering, market ing and f1anufaoturinQ'. All are whi te 
maleE:. 
".I'he shcp superintendent, as well as three of his 
supervisors, are high school graduate.s • Their average 
length of employment is fifteen years, according to a supe~ 
visory survey. 
Managers participating in the survey are also white 
males. Of them, only two have not received college degrees. 
Three of the lYlanagers were employed on a part-time basis by 
the company before being offered full-time employment. 
Their part-time employment was not, however, in the positions 
for which they were ultimately hired. Positions held as part 
time workers were in the areas of stock keeping and material 
handling. The supervisor-management team surveyed has been 
together for approximately five years with only minor changes 




I. Developmsntal Objectives 
':'bJective 1 
By tr.:.e end of ; aYluary 1983, the re s earc :1er had 
suffil_~ient backg:c,:)und on the opganization to 
provide a fomlda~ion for t~is research. 
Implementation Activities 
1.	 Review current theory and research as 
related to organization structure and 
size. 
2.	 CClnduct intervieHs vii th the corpora te 
pre3ident to validate the historical 
development of this p&rticular corpor­
ation. A further ~urpose of ~he 
interviews would be to determine the 
curporate president's present philoso­
phies and views of the corporation. 
Evidence
 
Chapter One of the thesis would be submitted
 




By the end of March 1983, the researcher would
 
submit to the corporate preident the survey/
 




1.	 Develop a bibliography of current 
survey instrument. 
2.	 Review the situations and circumstances 
under which the survey instruments were 
utilized. 
3.	 Select from those survey instruments the 
items which have statistical validity with 
respect to the indices proposed for use in 
this research. 
II. Evaluation Objectives 
Objective 1 
The primary objective of this research was to 
provide insight into the specific elements of 
managerial conflict. 
Im.plementation Activities 
1 •.	 Review literature relevant to organizational 
conflict. This review 'Hould provide an 
historicsl persp0ctive on organizational 
conflict, and it would serve to del:ineate 
research findings along with sugges~ed courses 
of action based on those findings. 
9 
II. Ev(luation Objectives (continued) 
Implementation Activities (continued) 
2.	 :;hrough uns tr'uc tu!~ed in tervievrs wi th 
both the corporate president and the 
supervisor-management tewm, attempt 
to determine spec~fic causes and/or 
8i tue.tions where conflict arj.. ses. 
E\.·::dence 
Corr:::,letion of r.:r.ap±er Two of the thesis 
wou~d be the first evidence that this 
~bjective had been partially completed. 
The second portion would be satisfied 
when the content of the Q~structured 
interviews and survey/questionnaire 
were analyzed. 
Ob~ective 2 
Can a group of indices be utilized to id·Jn:.ify 
antecedents of, or situations in which conflict 
would arise? 
Implementation 
1.	 Develop a survey/questionnaire in which 
the following elements are addressed: 
a.	 Elicit responses regarding knowledge 
of the supervisor's and m[~ager's 
roles in the company; 
b.	 Elicit responses on the clarity of 
directives from immediate supervisors 
and managers; 
c.	 Elicit responses in areas where: 
interaction with others groups presents 
conflict; 
d.	 Elicit responses on which situatio~s 
within the ~embers own group give rise 
to conflic t. 
2.	 Evidence of cOMpletion would be the final 
version of the survey/questionnaire is 
approved. 
The primary purpose of group formation is attainment of 
a COlnillOn goal. The business organization mirrors this 
concept. Negative aspects of conflict are stress and 
anxiety. They act to diminish the hump~ resources available 
to the organization. The reduction or identification of 
conflict-producing situations should act to increase the 
10 
oppol'ltuni ties f0r cooper~tion in the att.ainment of' cor?ora;~e 
gORls aDd objectives. 
Project Limitations 
l'he limitations of this projec'7". were captured in the 
pro:ectltt.esis t:'tle, "!m Investigation into Hfn-::.geri'':'.l 
Confl:.ct: A. Case Study." The rese[:rch was intended to be 
a specific c~se study. As such, the situational aspects 
that ara described may be uJ'cique to this particular corpora­
tion. 
The survey's validity must be assessed ~n light of the 
sample size from which it was derived. The primary purpose 
of the project was to address situations as they existed 
within a specific organization. It should be noted that the 
researcher is a member of the organizationo 
--------
DSF'1~~ITI0N C~I TERXS I 
1. pill of _J.~at.";"~: 
A list of components required to m~nUrfie~~rc ~ 
product. 
2 • g~~ t.!i.!._.~9'oods : 
A~y :oods used tn the production of other goods. 
_~ny corpor&.tic!1, i.n~: i v"!.duo.l, p2..rtncps:. ~:) o!' 
£.ssociation that o·.~~s 50~; or~nore of' i~s assets, 
direct.ly or irldirectly, 8.t any time during the 
taxable year. 
}+_ Design 0Aineering: 
Pn organizational division whose responsibilities 
include preparation of preliminary sketches and 
detailed finished designs for an organization's 
end products_ 
5G E.DoP. (Electronic Data Processing): 
To include record retrieval and storage.., as well 
as programmable machinery utilized in the 
manufacture of components. 
6. Inventory Control: 
The organizational division whose responsibilit.y 
is determining optimum levels of material for 
cost effective manufacturerof finished goods. 
7. Job CEange: 
Individual perceptions of the impact of technology 
and/or procedural change as it relates to current 
methods of carrying out one's responsibilities. 
8. Job Motivation:
An aspect related to one's work that indicates 
levels of arousal. 
- -
12 
DEFIIJ I~~'TON OF r:·ERI·'IS 
9. 1·1e.n1.:.f.a£.!l~~in£ ~p;ine~.~ing: 
The d~vision whose responsibilities include 
:determining methods and procedures for the 
rrJcJlufacture of all the component products 
of an organization. 
Or~a~izational Climate: _..._',.",-- .. - --_.-----~-
Cr-Jndj. \,ions, pol:!.cies and pr'ocedu~es ;8 
1:,2rcf., 2.ved by mt:..:rLbers of B.....'t'l O~.~~ 2nlzatlon. 
~~ organizational division whose respo~sibility 
is to determine the amount of time required to 
})!'oduce an end product, and to estimate the 
machinery and the personnel needs to meet 
forecasted demands; assignment of priorities 
for completion of a finished pro9uct. 
12. ~ole A~~~ty: 
The :ack of clarity and predictability 
of the outcome of one's behavior. 
13. Rush Order: 
An order that must be shipped as soon as 
possible, or one which takes priority over 
any other orders that have been received previously. 
14. SUEervisor-manager: 
Salaried personnel whose responsibilities include 




Conversations with participants occurring as part 
of daily work activities; the interviewee is not 







Steps in Data 
~cll6~tiGn Precess h')nths 
-_... -~-~--~ ..- .............._--_.__~----- o:r1-D- J A-F.:M-'A=r;,-:-J'--j-ir::A:'s-0-----..---....- ,--,---..-...... _-----_.__..............- ...........----.- - ~_ .._-... ..--..­





a':''1d inte.V)vieH procedure 
to be util:3ed	 --------- x 
..... 
,j. Inrorming participants of 
interview procedure ar.d 
schedule ---------------- x--------x 
Data collection undertaken
 
and compilation begun ---- x--------x
 
Documentation of data and 
proposed course of action 
submitted --------------- x~-----------x 
:: ;:.ems cGvered Cost 
~esearchep • • • • • • • 80 ~ours ~~ $5.00 per hovr--OhOO.OO 
Res e ar ,~11 :;, s sis trill t • • • 28 hours @ 3.45 per hour-- '96.60 
f"- r'd /;" • tProo_ rle ..... er. J, :Y'"P:J..s • • 22 hours @ $3.45 per hour-- 75.90 
Corporat~ President • 0 Donated til1.e a.....~d effort 0.00 
~1,9.ge s ••••••• • • • • 0 • • • • • • • • • - - $57i. ;;0 
S~ppli~s: 
P~T.sr ••••••• $12.00 
4 0 :,Fen~ils •••••• '. V
Copies hade/cost • • 3.50 
Total: $ 19.50 
Travel cost/~as •••• $20.00 
N1scellaneous • • • • • 10.00 
Total: $...lQ.OO 
Grand Total: $622.00 
Because this project was a case study of the organization 
which employs the researcher, the expenses incurred in the 
imple~ntation of the project were basiczlly associated with 
the cost of his time and effort (at a nominal sum), and the 
time and effort of his assistant and the proof reader/typist. 
The president of the corpor2tion generously donated ~is time 
end effort. 
Summary 
Chapter One of the project/thesis report outlined the 
specific needs, methods and objectives of the case s~udy. 
A timeline Has provided. A copy of the survey instrL;.ment 
was attached, along with the table sheets pertaining to it. 
Chapter THO of the project/thesis contains descriptive 
data on both the organization and the management teaM. The 
expressed intent of the chapter was to develop a situational 
defini tion of the organization. The data collected l;8.S to be 
' .. ~, 







used to l")eviet,r theory <lJ.'Yld research as t:~ey rela ted to the 
concepts of c0Ii..flict management. 
Chanter Three assessed the outco~e o~ the survey 
instrument. ~he researcher suggested courses of action. 
These Here based on current research and theory as they 
rel~t€j to conflict n~nagement. 
~he completed project/thesis was submitted to the 
corporate pl"'csicent for revieH EIld c.sseSSf1E·nt. 





TL3 pu:")pose of tl'1is research has been to survey the 
supervisor-nanager tev..m in a manufacturing firm in order to 
identify some of the elements that contribute to man~gerial 
conflict. This research was heuristic in nature. It 
provided a starting point from which strategies could be 
developed for understanding and utilizing conflict. 
A further purpose of this research was to suggest that 
conflict management is least effective when it is practiced 
on an intuitive level. Intuition in-and-of itself may 
exacerbate circumstances that could be ameliorated and/or 
put to profitable use. 
A primary component of supervisor-manager responsibility 
is control. Control has been defined as "the process of 
measuring actual results, comparing those results to plans 
(form some standard), diagnosing the reason for deviation of 
actual from desired results, and taking corrective action 
10 
when necessary." 
Given the most stable economic environment, private 
industry is keenly competitive. The control function 
provides the link between the various functions of an organi­
zation and its ability to develop plans that complement each 




other and serve the purpose of obtaining orEanizational goals. 
Situa.tional con.flict can foster plans and actions that 
p.re :tn.herGntly detrimental to the organization. Intuitive, 
"gut-level" types of responses to conflict are a fertile 
breeding ground for such misdirected planning and conflict 
resoluticns. 
The literature revIew addressed three topic areas. 
First, it attempted to define conflict as it relstes to 
orgaLizational management. The second aspect of this review 
ex~mined to what extent conflict and its management have been 
considered in organizational theory. The third phase of this 
review presented a taxonomy of conflict management. 
Perspectives on conflict management mirror much of the 
developmental aspects of the management profession. It can 
be said that industrial management is indeed a relatively 
young profession. Industrial managers have been on the cutting 
edge of a century of innovation, change and advancement. 
Topics that this literature review addressed are the mile 
posts of the development. Who has been the prime theorist? 
What elements of organizational theory can best be called on 





Di ~-l:io~lary defjni tions of conflict tend to para.llel the 
multip~~city o~, and semantically slanted, organizational 
research typology referent to conflict. The Americ~~ College 
Dictionay's definition of conflic"t is the following: "to 
come into collision; clash; or be in opposition to, or at 
11 
variance ." 
Resear~chers have defined conflict as lithe behavior 
12 
deliberately interfering with another's goal achievement." 
"Opposition processes in any of several forms: competition, 
13 
status rivalry ba.rgaining, sabotage, verbal abuse." 
The above methods of defining conflict imply a value 
connotation. As such, these definitions extend beyond the 
notion of conflict and begin to address its outcomes." 
A further problem encountered in defining conflict may 
be found in overly-broad definitions and suggests that lithe 
term, conflict, has been used at one time or another in 
literature to describe: (1) antecedent conditions (for 
example, scarcity of resources, policy differences) of 
conflictual behavior; (2) effective stracegies (i.e., stress, 
tension, hostility, anxiety, etc.) of the individuals involved; 






['l"T?.peness of conflictive s i tua tions); (4) conflic tU8,1
 
behav~or, ranging from passive resistance to over-aggression."

15 
Louis R. Pondy has viewed conflict as a dyna~ic process. 
vfuile, i~ fact, this may be the case, for definitionQI purposes 
we have provided criteria for distinguishing one level from 
8,T:O tl:.:. r • 
For the purposes of this research, conflict will be 
dr:fined F,.3 oppc;si tion and tens ion betHeen tHO interdependent 
par~ies ~o the actual or perceived incompatibility of goals~ 
or meAns of achieving goals. The tel~, interdependent, within 
the definition of co~~lict, serves to differentiate co~flict 
from competition. Competition assumes that the activities of 
the two parties are 'not perceived to be interdependent. 
Historically, the notion of conflict within an organization 
was viewed as a flaw in the design of the organization. The 
rational end systematic analyses which were to provide the first 
complete statement of a theory of organization were made by 
16 
Max Weber shortly after the turn of the century. 
While Weber primarily stUdied government agencies, it is 
appalent that the principal components of bureaucracy could 
be observed in the private sector. 
Weber saw four features as lendjng themselves to bureau­
cratic organization. The first component was scale. As 
measured by the number of employees, large organizations were 
optimal situations for bureaucratic design. The second 
feature was the relatively low, or semi-skilled, nature of the 
employees. Third, simple mass production technology. Fourth, 
-:, :;: 
a relatively si:-:lple pl"()d~L.;t or output. 
Accc~din~ to Ueber's ~deal type, in a bureaucrat~c Eyste3 
trJ.ore [~re a series of officials each of 1<lh08e roles and 
authority are clearly outlined in 'V1ri t5.ng. These of::.'"'icials 
are a:~ra.."lJged i.1 a hierarchy so that the next level upHa::,,--'d has 
~ubhcrity over the p~evious one. ~he authority of a particu­
l~~ o~fice or section is prescribed by the rules b~ilt into 
tt'd (irgar.Lization. Ultinately, authority for decisi':>n ma-1ring 
rests at the very top of the organization. Decision making by 
this level of authority entails establishing the goals and 
policies of the organization. 
Weber postulated five major qualities specific to a 
bureaucratically designed organization: 
1.	 Division of labor--Tasks were broken down into 
simplistic components to provide for the rapid 
training of even the most unskilled wo~kero 
2.	 Centralization of authority--In order to provide 
a measure of coordination, authority and control 
for subordinate levels of the hierarchy were the 
structures vertical in a chain of cownand fashion. 
3.	 Rational criteria for personnel selection--Tha 
guiding criteria was based on training, knol/ledge, 
Dnd an individual's skill in performing job 
functions within the organization. 
4.	 Rules and regulations--Written policies and 
procedures uniformly applied to all personnel 
both within and outside the organization. 
5.	 Wri tten records--In order to pl·ovide for 
continuity in the application of policies, and 
to document tr~~sitions of the organization, 
extensive written records are required. 17 
The	 principal impact of Weber's bureaucratic theory was 
to propose an ideal organization typology. The objective was 
to provide a standard by which the performance of a given 
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crganization could be measured. If an org~~ization should 
experience dysfunctional results as they re12te to coordination, 
t::le orranization could revie"l'1 the centr8.lized authori ty or 
hierarc~y, and rectify the problem. Organizational dysfunctions 
were -:ievled as the result of deviations from the analytical 
model postulated by Weber. The conc0pt being conveyed here is 
a one-best me~hod approach. 
Early 20th Cen-cury orgtmizational theol"is ts utilized the 
Webericn principles ~s a foundation for their theories. Henri 
Fayol, a ?r-ench mining engineef~ authored a text ti tIed General 
~~d Industrial Administration. The primary contribution of 
this text was to further define the functions of management. 
These functions were broken down into the elements of planning, 
organizing, comm-anding, coordinating and controlling. Fayol's 
work re-states many of the Weberian theoretical constructs. 
Emphasis is placed on the division of work authority, responsi­
bility, unity of command, and unity of decision. 
The wide acceptance of the Weberian burea~cratic model is 
further exemplified in writings of an American, Frederick W. 
Taylor. Taylor is regarded as the father of scientific manage­
ment. His chief contribution does not lie in the development 
of a new theory as it relates to organizations; Taylor's 
contribution VIas to expand on the personnel aspects of 
organizations. 
Tum-of-the-century industrial organizations were interested 
in high levels of productivity. Taylor's theory, in part, stated 
that through scientific analysis each job could be structured in 
such a fashion as to produce optimum efficiency in its performance. 
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A further ccntributio!1 by Taylor W~· s the ea!'l;r defini tion of 
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line and st~.:ef m~'1agenent. Scientific Management saVl e. 
necessity to separate the actual managerial function of 
planning from doing. 
Ea~ly organizational theorists concentrated on 
org811iz!Z,':'.,;io-r..al a'1atom:io ~heir primary unit of 8L.slysis t'las 
the e>rg::..r:izational structure. Dysfunctionpl org&':1iza.tions 
were seen ~s deviating from a prescribed model. Once again 
the ~ar=-J Lis tory of organizational theory seems to capture 
a one-best method solution o 
This school of organizational theor'~T must be vieHed in 
light of the historical circumstances under which it was 
developed. Both Europe and America were in the initial 
phases of the Industrial Revolution. Weber's bureaucracy 
provided a transitory vehicle for what had been a largely 
agrarian economy to an industrial economy. It is during 
this pel"iod that the terms "economies of scale" and "mass 
production" begin to appear. Undoubtedly, Weber recognized 
that his theory placed organizational well-being over 
personal well-being, or individual well-being, at times. 
However, the rationale for this philosophy was said to be 
grounded in the basic needs and benefits of organizations. 
Organizations, it is argued, are formed for the attain­
ment of common goals in that their attainment is not possible 
on an individual basis. Traditional organizational theory 
proposed a rudimentary systems approach in the handling of 
conflict. If conflict were present, the structure of the 




T~e ~uman relations movement is said to have had its 
origins based on the research findings at the Hawthorne plant 
of Western ~lect~ic in 1927. The princiral researchers were 
20 
? J. R::Jsthlisber'ger and l-lilliam J. Dickson. The primary 
conclusion that Cffi~e out of the experiment was the notion 
that social (i.e., non-physical and non-economic) factors, 
as well as psychological factors, played a primary role in 
the functioning of organizations. The Ha1-,:thorne experiments 
also documented the impact of the informal organization. 
Chester I. Barnard employed the term "organization". to 
21 He noted 
identify the "cooperation of two or more persons. tI 
that, when the goals of the informal organizations ran counter 
to those specified by the formal organization~ conflict was 
the inevitable outcome. 
The goal of the hnman relations movement was to point 
out the kinds of social and psychqlogical needs that are 
important in understanding organizational behavior, and the 
process by which these needs are actually related to a 
person's response. 
There are two major theories dealing with the content of 
substantive factors that motivate individuals. Abraham Maslow 
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postula ~ed a needs hierarchy. His five classifications of 
needs included: 
P~siological needs--i.e., food, air and shelter.1 • 
, !~ety and security needs as they relate to the2. 
i. >rkplace may include job securi ty, sare working 
conditions, and/or retirement benefits. 
,~ , 
Maslow's five classifications of needs (continu~d): 
5.	 S:)2i!J.l needs include the need for friendship, 
~ffi:iations, and satisfying interactions with 
o the!' peol-::le. 
, Ego, s~atus and esteem needs fooue on the need 
for self-r'8spect, self-confidence, and prestige. 
5~- 3elf-~~tualization is defi~ed as the need to 
fully utilize one's skills and pote~ti&~ • 
.motl- er 8Tproach to the substAllti-ve issues of motivation 
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~~as suCgested ~y F. He~zberg. Two sets of motivators are 
suggested: 
Extrinsic Factors Intrinsic F8~tors 
1 • Payor salary increases 1 • Achievement or completing 
1.-0;' • 
2.	 Technical 3upervision, or 'an irrlportant task success­
having a competent super- fully 
visor 2. Recognition, being singled
3.	 The human relations quality out for praise 
of supervisors 3. Responsibility of one's 
4.	 Comp~y policy and adminis- own, or others' work 
tration 4. Advancement, or changing
5.	 Working conditions, the status vs. promotion 
physical surroundings 
6.	 Security of the job 
This theory, known as the two-factor theory, or the 
motivation-hygiene theory, describes a set of factors called 
extrinsic or hygiene,~ which supposedly affect or influence 
behavior on the job. Herzberg argues that the extrinsic factors 
are related to job dissatisfaction, and the intrinsic factors to 
satisfaction. 1{hen extrinsic factors fall below a given level, 
dissatisfaction occurs. However, increasing levels are hypothe­
sized to have little or no effect. On the other hand, intrinsic 
factors (while associated with satisfaction and motivation) do 
not in theory, or in their absence, lead to dissatisfaction. 
In light of these considerations, Herzberg offers some 
suggestions concerning personnel utilization. Jobs should be 
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enriched to include ractors that were found to positively 
IT.Lotivate people toward i~creasing their job satisfaction. 
Specific efforts "_n this direction \A]'ould include increasing 
job freEdom in relation to the immediate supervisor. Herz--­
berg suggests tLat under such circumstances employees can be 
nore J:-'erl.3ily motivated to achieve the objectives wr.ich the 
manab=me~t has set forth. 
(.'he philosoph:," of DClJblas Il/lcGregor ~losely parallels 
concepts of human behavior developed by both Maslow Rnd 
Herzberg. NcGregor ' s Theory "X" and Theory "y" bear a general 
resemblance to Herzberg's tWG-factor theo~y. The traditiol1o.l 
and popular "X" will hold that there is an inherent human 
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tendency to avoid work or responsibility. This theory 
further states that the average person must be coerced, 
controlled and directed in order to meet organizational 
objectives. Job security, high wages and protection from 
dang\~r' are seen as an employee's highest ambi tions. 
HcGregor's Theory "Y" characterizes the individUal as 
imaginative and creative in relation to organizational 
problems. Furthermore, the average person (under proper 
conditions) is seen as a seeker oi'responsibility and that, 
given the opportun~ty the individual will utilize his/her 
potential to accomplish complex orga~izational tasks. Theory 
ny",s pivotal aspect, as stated by HcGregor, is "the creation 
of conditions in which the members of the organization can 
best achieve their 01{ll goals by directing their efforts toward 
the success of' the enterprise." The)'attributes associated vlith 
Theory tfX" (job securi ty and high 1-lages) are the hygiene 
.~ ..... 
factors v·hic:1 must be ms.in~2.:"ned to prohib:t dissa~~is.fr..ction 
in EerzLsrg' s model. The provisions f'or D..Jvancement B-.""10 
p.chieveY~.3nt, no-:.ed in Tl1eory Hoy", parallel t~le motivators 
that must exist f'or employees to expe~ience positive job
25 
satisfaction. 
In rev:!.e1!ing HcGregor's thaory, it was of interest to 
note that the tr&nsitional recommendations ~rom Theory "X" 
·:'-·0 tty" er... tail the same type of hierarchly arranged need 
satisfactions as shown in Maslow's theory. 
~his brief overview of specific human relation theories 
serves to identify the second transitional stage in organiza­
tional development. 
Unlike the rational theorists or organizations, the 
human relations theorists are many and varied. At times they 
are at direct opposites to one another. 
B. F. Skinner's work runs contrary to the notions of 
personality. Skinner would deny that such a thing as person­
ality exists at all. Behavior in Skinner's theory can be 
explained according to stimulus-response and conditioning
26 
principles. The human relation theorists have ben criticized 
for their lack of testable validity in their models. The 
theorists in the field of human relations, betwen 1930-1960, 
did not deprecate the basic organizational work activity. 
The~ simply emphasized that it was necessary for managem.ent 
to realize that an infol'mal opgDnization e:::ists, and that it 
is 2.c1vantageous to guide this social group in accordance wi th 
organizntional goals. 
2.7 
I:l recen~ years industrial humD.-V],ists have re-stated much 
of' the human	 :"'elation :-heoretical constructs. How8ver, one 
difference	 is apparento The industrial humanists--i.e., 
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Warren Bennis--motivate for basic structural changes within 
organiza~.ions• 
The human relations movement grew largely out of the 
success of the Industrial Revolutlon. The previously mentioned 
attributes of manufacturing--i.e., economies of scale and mass 
production--required an extensive labor force. This labor force, 
by virtue of its proximity to manUfacturing, gave rise to the 
urban envirolnnent. As such, the orientation of the human 
relations theorists has been (and is) on individuals and groups 
of individuals, operating within organizations. This is to say 
that, as Weber chose to emphasize the structure of organizations 
over the individual members, so the human relations theorists 
overlooked organizational structure and specificity in analyzing 
the individual and group roles operating in them. 
The primary contributions made by the human relations 
movement can be categorized by the following: 
1.	 Recognition of the uniqueness of personality
 
(the principle of individual differences);
 
2.	 Development of methods by which certain
 




3.	 Providing insight into the relationship of
 
personality and the social matrix>: (of which
 





There :.'" 8n emerging body of orgar.izatior:al philosophy 
re-asse3sinc Lhe previous notions of conflict elimination 
28 
and/or resol·'..ltion. The difference is more than semantic. 
It is now recogr.ized that a certain amount of conflict 
29 
is essentin~ to productivity and change. C'rganizations in 
wl:ich there is little or no conflict may stagnate 0 On the 
other hand, organizational conflict left uncontrolled may 
have dysfunctional effects. 
A moderate amount of conflict is essential for attaining 
and maintaining an optimal level of organizational ef~ective­
ness. Conflict management literatnre suggests two initial 
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distinctions to be made prior to any analysis. The concepts 
of process and structural analysis appear to be fundamentally 
different methods of perceiving and understanding conflict. 
Thomas identifies the process model as a "form of research 
that attempts to tmderstand conflict by studying internal 
d~amics of conflict episdoes." The objective is to isolate 
an event~ within a conrlict episode and trace the impact it 
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has on subsequent events. 
The structural model seeks to understand the underlying 
conditions that shape events. These may take the form of 
conr~licts of interest, norms, beliefs, attitudes ~nd skills, 
and are conditions which exist over a period of time. As 
such, they are structural constructs for explaining behavior. 
These two models give rise to two distinctive areas for 
the origin of behavior. Internal models emphasize events and 
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conc1i tions v-!i thin a party. "';:'7 co:r-trast, externs.l models 
focus upon 8vents and conditions outside the p8.rt~;.. which 
s:-.:.ape behavior. Rotter found sytematic variatior:. among 
individuQls in their tendency to attribute behavior to 
32 
internal or external causes. 
Fol:'ol'iing Levinson, identification or diagnosis of 
conflict :L."1 an organization must :r:,recede any intervention 
33 
designed ·co renolve the conflict. Data for the analysis of 
conflict may be collected through observation, interviews or 
34 
-questionnaires. 
Intervention strategies are conceptualized as either 
behavioral or structural. The behavioral intervention is 
mainly designed to enable the organizational participant to 
leal~ the different styles for handling conflict to be 
effective in interpersonal situations. The behavioral inter­
vention attempts to do this by changing the organizational 
member's attitudes, beliefs, values or norms. 
The structural intervention is designed to manage 
conflicts mainly by altering the ~ount of conflict, by 
changing the organizational structure and/or characteristics. 
Example: differentiation and integration mechanisms, reward 
structures, and systems of communication. Intervention may 
also be a combination of both structural and behavioral 
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approaches for the management of conflict. 
Although the four perspectives--i.e., process VB. structure 
and internal vs. external--emerge from a review of conflict 
literature, they are easily generalized to the understanding of 




If r!f?J1c'gcment is Yie't'J'ed as a process of influencirs 
others, the four perspectives can be used to classify 
appro~chcs to management in general. The external process 
approach is similar to close supervision and direct control. 
~he internal process approach includes counselling and helping 
individua~s define their goals, and basic elements of m~age­
ments by objectiveso The external structural approach involves 
m~nagement through incentives. Rules and control systeMS, and 
the internal structural approaches include recruiting, place­
men t 8.-'rld training. 
Conflict management combined a number of philosophies of 
management, Theory fiX" supervision vs. Theory "Y" counselling 
and goal setting. It further addresses management theory 
emphasis on incentive and control systems, and industrial 
psychologists' emphasis on se~tion and training. 
Summary 
During the last 100 years, Society in industrialized 
countries has been in transition. ,In this century, Society 
has becoMe a society of organizations. We, as participating 
members of that society, have come to depend on organizations 
to accomplish in some manner every major social task. \Vhether 
related to our economic activities, defense needs, or education, 
organizations have been developed to accomplish these taaks. 
As a result, the responsibility for the effective functioning 
of these organizations has taken on added import~nce. Organi­
zations are not self-contained entities. They exist Bnd groH 
in direct proportion to their Qbility to contribue outside 
, ~ ... 
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3L1s:i.l:ess thrives on its nbili ty to 8upply goods end 
services to customers rather than to create jobs, or even 
ppovicle dividends to oln1ersllipo Historically, the orgcnizu-­
tional structure represented the unit of analysis. With the 
success of the Industrial Revolution, ~~ urbanization process 
d:::'ctated a k:lc)";ledge of personalit~ E'.nd informnl group impacts. 
Rapidly cll.an~ing technolog~r and the acceptnnce of' conflict fl-S 
a c0~pone~t of an increasingly complex organizational structure, 
requires mcnagers to understand and learn to handle conflict. 
It is apparent that in a society of organizations, the 
most successf'ul ones will be those whose leaders and managers 
recognize the necessity of positively interacting with people 
in communities and in society. 





Historical Review of the Project 
The purpose of this research project was to ascertain 
Hhether s. given set of indices might accurately predict and 
reflect components of managcrial conflict. 
This research is predicated on the assumption th&t 
conflicts within an organization may stem from problems of 
communication or personal relationships, or that they Qre the 
result of the organization's structure. 
The rationale for implementing this research is based on 
the economic notion that organizations, by and large, allocate 
resources in such a manner as to maximize thei~ retur~ on 
investment. 
The corporation in which this research was conducted 
rete-ined the servioes of an organizational psychiatrist. The 
two-year program th~t was undertaken attempted to address any 
problems relating to interpersonal commlmicatj.on, goal setting, 
and tec~niques for m~naging conflict. In conversations with 
the corporate president, prior to the initiation of this 
research project, he expressed the opinion that the two-year 
program had not accomplished the objective of improving 







1he organization in 't-lhich this research was conducted 
i 3~: meeJiuPl-sized manu.factul\er of cap: ~al goods. The 
conoration has several divisions whose end products are 
u~ilized by ~he automotive and plastic ina~stries, and in 
scientific rese~rch and develo~ment applications. ~he 
corporate offices, as well ac the manuf£.cturing facili ties, 
are located in the Midwest. The organization successfully 
markets and offers its products for sale both nationally and 
internationally. The corporation is further defined as a 
closely held corporation. The Internal Revenue Service class­
ifies as "closely held" any corporation, indiv1.dual, partner­
ship or association that at any time during the taxable year 
ai-ms, directly or indirectly, 50~ or more of its assets. 
Research Hypothesis 
The h~~othesis on which this research project was based 
was heuristic in nature. 
As stated previously, the corporation had invested much 
ti~e and effort in order to implement a program that would 
foster a cooperative environment and reduce dysfunctional 
behavior. 
~my did corporate management feel that the program had 
not been successful? How did the individuals who particinated 
in the program feel: Were there issues that had not been 
2ddressed in this program which could be identified as prime 
causes of dysfunctional behavior? These were the basic 





The primary researcher in this project is also a member 
of the organization in which the research was conducted. He 
has been ~mployed by the organization in various capacities 
fo~ the ~ast nine years. He had a working relationship with 
each of the supervisor-managers who participated in this 
study. 
His role in the project was to research material relevant 
to organizational conflict and develop an appropriate 
instrument for measuring indices proven to have some relation­
ship to identifying aspects of organizational conflict. 
Survey adMinistration, in conjunction with unstructured inter­
views, rounded out the implementation of the research. An 




My chief assistant in this research project was my wife, 
Sandra R. Romant. Her role has continually expanded from 
creciously typing the rough draft of this thesis to 
providing helpful and constructive criticism of its content 
and form. 
I would also like to express my appreciation to a 
family friend, June B. Petchel, who has generously consented 
to proof-read and type the final draft of this thesis. 
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Subje~ts in the Survey 
r:'he personnel ",;ho parti~ ipr.ted in this research were 
white ~ales wao range in age from twenty-five years to over 
fifty-five. More than 60~ of the participants have an 
educational experience above the high school level. Their 
average length of employment with the corpora~ion is 
approxin:" tely nine years. Ninety-five percent of them were 
married men with growing families. Nine job functions were 
represented: production, inventory control, purchasing, 
design engineering, sales, manufacturing engineering, 
machine assemly and traffic. 
Background of the Project 
As a member of the supervisor-management team, I was 
required to participate in a two-year program whose stated 
purpose was corporate team building. The intervention 
used in this program is commonly called a "perception 
sharing," or "three dimensional image" (3-D image). It was 
intended to deal with dysfunctional aspects of conflict RS 
they affect the perceptions that members of a group have of 
one another. These perceptions were shared; the problems 
they indicated were confronted and resolved. 
Two imp0rtant factors contributed to the adoption of 
the particular- design. First, the environment of the 
organization mandated that group member~s work effectively 
together in order to accom;lish the job. Second, the program 
addressed interpersonal communication rather than incentive-





Central to the success or the design were the 
negotiation sessions. These sessions orought up issues 
req~_ -·~ir:~ the participants to negotia te an acceptable 
solution among those participating. Written documentation 
was pro\ided and action agendas were made available to all 
the p~rticipants. 
Tl-.l.e program was conducted outside the manufacturing 
facili~y during regular working hours. The entire supervisor­
management team was present as well as the corporate 
president. Although a number of problems were addressed, 
the program did not provide the long-term solution sought 
by the corporate president. 
Approximately one year has passed since our last formal 
meeting, or team-buidling session I had entered a graduateo 
program which required a project research thesis to be 
conducted as a component of the program. 
I approached the corporation president with a request 
to conduct a survey-questionnaire of the supervisor-manage­
ment team. M3- intentions were to survey a twenty member 
group to obtain their responses to four broad indices 
relevant to conflict and its management. 
Through unstructured interviews I sought their opinions 
on company policy, their thoughts on conflict and its 
relationship to the accomplishment of the goals and 
objectives of the organization. While no formal interviews 
were conducted on an individual basis, the close proximity 
and daily contact with the supervisor-management team provided 
ample opportunity to ask their opinions and verify responses. 
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The survey/Questior~aire was distributed and two 
cdditjonal personnel members were asked to complete the 
finrl form. Of the twenty chosen for this survey, 
seventeen completed the questionnaire. 
After reviewing the literature relevant to conflict 
management and p.nalysis of the sUl'vey/questionnaire, I was 
convinced that one element of the evaluation objectives 
applied to this research should be revised. 
The evaluation of objectives outlined in Chapter One 
implied that conflict was inherently negative, and that 
conflict resolution was the method for reduction of stress 
and teLsion within the organization. 
Rather, it should be stated that conrlict is an inherent 
element in organizational interaction. The interview portion 
of the analysis should provide clarification of this state­
ment. 
Based on the analysis of the survey indices, it appears 
that what is purported to be measured has marginal 
significance when applied to this particular study and its 
organization. 
Presentation of the Results 
Evaluation Design 
The evaluation design utilized for the research was to 
report the results of the unstructured interviews conducted 
with members of the supervisor-management team. 
One element of the evaluation design would be to 




cOl'":.ducted l;i th members (If the supervisory-manaE;ement team. 
Dns t,ructured interi;ie',1s ['.pe comparc.ble to Gould t s 
"Complete ?articir 'nt. n I!The purposes of the c01"'11)16-:.e 
participa..'t1t in field research are r:ot mown to those whom he 
observes. He interacts with them as naturally as possible 
i:L 't-.rha"ce·Jer areas cf their living interest him end ape 
aJ..~ceptD.b::l.e to him LYl situations in which he can play or 
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168.1'!l to plr'.y requisite day-to-Jay roles successfully. n 
The unstructured interviews were conducted prior to, and 
after distribution of the survey/questionnaire. 
The second element of the evaluation design would 
present the results of the survey/questionnaire administered 
to the management team. 
Evaluation Objectives 
The primary goal of this research was to., provide 
insight into the specific elements of ~agerial conflict. 
This was implemented through unstructured interviews with 
the corporate president and members of the supervisor-
management team. 
Could the antecedents of conflict be identified within 
a specific organization? This was addressed through the 
administration of a survey-questionnaire of thrity-seven 
items to the entire supervisor/management team. 
Results of the Evaluation 
In order to implement this case study, it was necessary 




In 1"ev1e'Hing my propo3al, he noted the negative nature 
• .I-of the questionnaire l.vems. He further stated that he 
dou~ted if such a case study would contribute to the objec­
tives of furthering a cooperative atmosphere within the 
org~nization. Having no rejoinder for this comment, I took 
ny researcn ,roposal and left. 
Four mQnthis later I again met with the president. 
After i:1i tially implenenting the literature Ileview portion 
of the project/thesis, I recognized that my primary objective 
in undertaking the research project was informational in 
nature. My goal was to broaden my own management backgro~md 
and begin develop·ing the skills necessary to competently. 
comment on, and function within, the organization with which 
I was associated. I again presented my research proposal, 
but with a clear understanding of the objectives as they 
related to myself and the corporation. It was during this 
meeting that the president provided some background into the 
rationale for the current company structure. 
Prior to obtaining a controlling interest in the company, 
a partnership had existed. It was the opinion of this partner 
that all fReets of the organizational activities should be 
controlled and overseen b~ the chief executive. Once this 
partnership 'VIas dissolved, the ppesent de-centralized org['..ll­
izatjon structure was implemented. 
An orgnn,izational charting of the corporation would be 
relatively flat. However, there is little value placed on 
rigid charting of the organization, or extensive job 
descriptions. "Thlphasis is placed on the necessity of ful­
:';tf~:h:, 
:'~,~ 
i"ilJ ir.~; indj.vid'Jal respc:~sicilities b:r innovation [.:.nd 
aggrsssive Dction to justify responsibilities. Individuals 
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nust pY-oduco to retain responsibilities." 
\vhat emerged from the discussion 1r,Jas a picture of an 
orgx1ization vn1ere none of its supervisor-m~nagers are 
allowed to 6~~inate the others. No manager within the 
company has ultimate resources for accomplis1:ing a giv0n 
task. Eence, 't-lhen mnnagers hr.ve to solve aJ1Y inter-
depart(.'.ental issues, both of them have to consider the limi t 
on reSOilrces. vfuile a compromise may be reached, more often 
than not a situation will arise in which more than just the 
tangible issues will affect the bargaining process. It is 
at this point that a situation of conflict may result. 
flle te~n conflict is distinguished from competition 
because in a competitive situation there must be a winner and 
a loser. Within the parameters of this organization we are 
not looking to identify winners and losers, but to accomplish 
the goals and objectives of the organization. 
Conflict cannot be eliminated in its entirety from any 
organization. The realistic approach is to recognize when 
potential conflict situations may arise and begin to manage 
them. 
The president offered tHO further comments; first, he 
felt that ftYes, the environment of the company was character­
ized by a certain amount of pressure"; hOvlever, he did not 
feel that it was overly burdensome. 
The second comment he had was in regal"'d to our previous 
intervention sessions. Here, he had felt, it was possible 
',.­
.f ,. 
... ',..: .... 
the"..:, th3 inter-vention 1t-:as "too neH, ·coo far out," to hc.ve 
the types of results he had anticipated. 
IL conversations with the supervisor-managers, a 
frequent cause of conflict was the apparent lack of priority 
scheduling of work a3 it flowed through the organization. A 
common phrase utilized by supervisor-managers was, "We are 
always :putting out f"ires." Another common statement was, 
"Production and/or Sales are always !crying Holf'." What 
the two statements seemed to indicate was that there is a 
general lack of" planning and/or direction when trying to 
meet customer demands. 
The last phrase, "customer demands," is the key state­
ment for interpreting the supervisor-manager's remarks. 
As a medium-sized manufacturing f"irm, the organization 
does not find it profitable to hire large numbers of 
personnel in what would be described as overhead positions. 
In order to illustrate this concept of mUltiple 
responsibilities and the conflicting situations that can 
arise, let us follovl a "hot order" from its reception to 
its shipment. 
Customer "Au has been purchasing from the company for 
years. ~his customer requires specific co~ponents included 
in the equipment he buys. Further, the equipment is never 
a duplj.cate - - i. e., in design engineering specifications or 
assembly procedures of previous equipment. 
The salesman will discuss the equipment with the 
producJcion control manager to determine the earliest shipping 





tW2 t~i~gs. First, it alerts the production control manager 
to a possible unscheduled rush order. Second, the sales 
department is advised of the special components which m.ay be 
required to assemble the unit. At this point either the 
salesman, or the production control manager, will begin 
determ:'ning J~he lead time of the· n special components." 
vlhile the order may not be typed yet, it is discussed with 
Purchasing 8nd Design Enginaering departments to further pin­
point what itams or functional properties of the equipment 
will be special, and the time necessary to bring these items 
into a "bill of material. ff 
At this stage of the hypothetical order, a number of 
situational conflicts could arise. The salesman who is 
making the inquiries may also be expediting a different 
order. The opportunity to tell the salesman there is no 
time to discuss this new order because Production is already 
working on a rush order is apparent. If the production man­
ager chooses to follow-up the sales inquiry· with the Engi­
neering or Purchasing departments, the same statements, 
ffAlready committed to a rush order,tf or "Too bUSy" can be 
made. The next step in the processing of hypothetical order 
"Aft is for the production control manager to discuss the 
8ssembly of the unit with the supervisor in whose area it 
will be assembled. 
Essentially, the assembly supervisor's responses are 
what might have been encountered by the salesman in querying 
Production and Engineering: nWe do not have the time." -­






wo~ki:r;p' on a rush order." Normally, the a.sse:nbly supervisor 
prcvides a. priority listing of components required to be~in 
assemc-:_y, elong with those items which must be delivered by 
a certain time in order to meet a shipping date. 
TLe foregoing informal discussion of h)~othetical 
oreler \!A" Dsually does not ta~e more than 15-20 mir:utes. 
Anticipatory inquiries are made of Purchasing, Inventory and 
even key assemblers, to ensure the accuracy 0f information. 
H~othetical order "A" is no-VJ typed ar.. d released to 
the production ond engineering departments for actual 
processing. It becomes one of several new orders that receive 
a Ligh priority for assembly and shipment. Daily follow-ups 
at various levels occur in the organization. The assembly 
supervisor wants to know if the purchased components will be 
delivered on time; Production needs to know if Engineering 
has finalized the design. Ultimately, Sales wants to know 
if delivery of the rinished unit will meet the promised date. 
Each supervisor-manager is now dependent on other supervisor-
managers for cooperation in getting the unit to Shipping. 
Hypothetical order fiAtt is normally in the process of 
assembly even before all the necessary components are 
received. It is during this period that the assembly 
.3upervisor begins to expedite the order in reverse. He may 
question the time taken by Engineering, or when the component 
parts will be laid out for Assembly, and when key elements 




H~at the reader should perceive at this point is the 
equality of the supervisor-management team, and the fact 
that tLe systeM is driven by the philosophy of 1tcusto~r 
satisfaction." At any given point in the communications 
process, or the actual rrocessing of the order, situational 
conflict can occur. If, fer instance, the components are 
not delivered on time, the assembly supervisor can point to 
this as a reason why tr_e order cannot be complett d as it 
was scheduled. If key personnel are absent or on vacation, 
or assigned to a different job, the production manager and 
the asgembly supervisor must shift personnel, get overtime 
authorization, or shift previously pl~~ed schedules in 
order to accomplish the task of assembling the equipment. 
The fact that some orders are not shipped on time then is 
another source of conflict. 
In presenting the flow of communication and action 
taken in order to deliver hypothetical order "A", the 
researcher is synthesizing various supervisor-managerial 
comments and criticism of the planning functions of this 
organization. What cannot be overlooked is the fact that 
each member of this team understands and accepts the reasons 
why orders are handled in this fashion. 
The corporation's philosophy is to satisfy the customer. 
It is seen as a challenge and a method for ensuring repeat 
orders. 
While the order is moving through the plant, an 
atmosphere of competition may be assumed. Assembly supervisors 




able to proauGe the specific diagram to ensure enough 
assemb2.y time. ::ence, it 1tJill be said that "Engineering 
'Fill not be ~e.kinf; charge; th8Y have 'dropped the ball. 1 " 
?l"'oauction C,')ntpol may indicate that Purchasing ha.s not 
followed through with outside vendors which wou:d have 
8nsured prOMpt delivery of co~ponents ne2ded. Therefore, 
Purchasing is responsible for the delayed delivery. The 
sales department may, in fact, act on or receive poor 
information from the customer in reference to the order, 
thus requiring re-planning of the order. In this case, 
Sales has "cried wolf" and is responsible'fer the inability of 
the company to meet delivery, or produce what the custo~er 
really wanted. 
While I have characterized this interaction as 
competitive in nature, I do not wish to limit tt to this. 
The competitive stimulus most of us are familiar with will 
ultimately have a winner and a loser. This is not the case 
in the organization currently being researched. Each 
supervisor-manager is held accountable not only for his area 
of responsibility, but also for the overall goal of timely 
deliveries. If the equipment is not delivered on time, no 
one area is held responsible for the late delivery. All of 
the involved supervisor-managers I spoke with were keenly 
aware of the corporate objective of customer satisfaction. 
In fact, in discussing how they felt about the apparent non­
planning of orders, each one took particular pride in his 
ability to plan for the unforeseen by taking corrective or 





their 1"eS01 sibili ties. ~he supervisor-rnonagers recognized 
as a gr.:'up the.t, if a pro,,;)lem developed in f'illother depart­
ment cr:j prevented the timely shipment of equipMent, that 
departnent would not be singled out as the reason for delay. 
The converse is also true; a depa tment might do an 
exceptio~al job in facilitating shipment of the e~uipment. 
HOlrever, combined efforts of the group Here usually seen as 
being resonsible for gpal attainment. 
The synthesis of input from the supervisar-man2f3rs 
highlights several points. There is first the fact ~hat 
each \-1SS well-aware of the organization t s philosophy 
relating to customer satisfaction. Second, the supervisor­
managers took some pride in their contribution to making this 
philosophy a realistic statement. Third, while the argument 
that structured planning was lacking in the organization was 
a legitimate statement, the supervisor-managers had established 
a communications network that implemented certain actions, 
took corrective measures, and provided a feedback loop -- all 
of w:lich contributed to a very effective ad hoc planning 
function. What the researcher discovered in almost all the 
situations was that the individuals interviewed held a 
picture of an ideal organization in which written plans were 
carried out along with hard-and-fast priority planning as 
the rule. However, each individual also recognized this 
circumstance was not really present in any organization. 
The supervisor-managers were aware of the limitations of 





and they hac developed effective contingency planning 
programs. These contributed to the accomplishment of the 
goals of the organization. 
The researcher queried several of the supervisor­
manage_'ls on their opinions as to whether or not the 
ll1tervention strategy, previously mentioned, had been bene­
f:l:)ial and/or success~'ul. Their comments follow: 
If I jU.3t didn't feel comfortable; the program was 
creating so much paper work (i.e., written reports), and 
discussions that didn't pertain to the job, that it became 
a job of its own." 
"The guys really didn't say what they wanted to. If 
"The person running the program was not aware of the 
environment or philosophy of the ~ompany.tI 
"We seemed to be talking lot, but saying ..very Iittle. If 
"I believe in saying 'Don't tamper with success'." 
"If the company was losing money, fine--I'fm all :for changing 
What's going on. I've seen this company grow and continue to 
be succes;.~ful. I:f he (the corporate president) wants us to 
go to the meetings, I'm all for it--but I can't see how 
they're goi:ng to contribute to doing things better or, for 
that matter, doing it more profitably." 
Results of the Evaluation 
The survey/questionnaire administered to the supervisor-
management team contained four indices. The first index 
addressed organizational climate which refers to the conditions, 
policies and procedures as perceived by members of the 
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organization. Survey questions dealinr wi th organizati.onal 
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cli:nate are drm.m from TE'.ylor and Bowers. 
The 3econd group of indices addressed job motivation. 
Job motivation was seen as indicating at least a level of 
activity. These3guestions were drawn from research by 
YU!1ke ~ B....'1d Hun-: • 
The third group addressed the notion of job change. 
As E.D.P. eqDip~ent was bought on screen, ane the manuf~ctur-
ing process teLds more toward ~umerically concroJled equipment, 
how will those sSfected by these changes react? The survey­
questionnaire relevant to job change is drro·ffi in part from 
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Hackmp..11. and Oldham. 
The fourth index addressed involved the concept of role 
ambiguity and its relationship to conflict. Role ambiguity 
refers to lack of clarity and predictability of the outcome 
of one's behavior. Survey questions for this index were from 
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Schuler and Aldag. 
The survey/questionnaire contained thirty-seven items. 
The instrument was based on a Likert scale. Responses 
ranged from "a little extent" to " a very great extent." It 
should be noted at this point that the scaled response items 
nust be used in conjunction with the specific question being 
asked. For example, within the index pertaining to job 
motivation, one question was answered by 88% of the respondents 
flS affecting them to n a ver"y Ii ttle extent." The mean 
response for this item was 1 .7. However, the #35 question 
asked, trOn most days on your job, does titue seem to drag for 




chQrecteris~ ~.cs, the index groupings o.nd relevont scoring 
must be viewed as they relate to a specific question. 
O~~anizational climate refers to conditions, policies 
and procedures actively employed by the organization. It is 
furthej.... defined as "the communications n0twork that provided 
inpu t i1p't'1ard, doenward and Interally throughout the organiza-­
ti,:,n. Tt This cOTrrr1iunication netwol"lk can ei ther assist tha 
orgEnization ::.1embers or hinder ther'l as decision makinr: 
pr·.G :;ices are implemented. 
Question #1 (BRow receptive are those above you to your 
idea.s 81:.d 3ugbestions?") ShOHS a moderate, positive correlatio:1 
in regard to the flow of communication from lower to upper 
levels of management. Forty-one percent of the members seid 
"to a great extent." 
Q,uestion #2 (ftTo what extent are you tol~ what you need 
to knovl to do your job in the best possible way?") and #29 
("To what extent are decisions made at the right levels in the 
plant?"), plus #30 (H\fuen decisions are being made, to what 
extent are the persons affected asked for their ideas?") are 
all indications of the lateral flow of communications within 
the organization. A trend developed throughout these 
questions indicated a high negative correlation with seaves 
:.~of 36%, 37% and J+4% in the negative category for each 
question, respectively. 
Question #32 (ttTo what extent does this plant have clear 
cut, reasonable goals and objectives?1t) addressed the clarity 
wi th llhich dOvn:1'Vlard communications were perceived. Here there 
t'19.S a slightly positive correlation, but not truly significant • 




Q,uestion 33 (UTo 1.... r:c:.~ 8i:tent are 'VTorl: activities 
se:1sibly organized in this plDnt?f1) V10uld seem to support 
the 7~e::.~ponses previous::: noted in Q.uestion~ #2, 29 and 30. 
The lateral communications supporting the decision making 
practices were not perceived LS having a positive impact 
on the .:urveJ participants. 
The final two questions covered in the organizational 
cliM~~E index addressed the extant to which individuals, 
grow.. s and departments were erIe to work constructively toward 
the organizat~onal goals and objectives o Both questions 
sI-J:-'·rJed significant posi tive responses. In regard to #32 t see 
page 45), 70% responded positively. In responding to #33 (as 
above), 65% responded in a significantly positive way. 
The second set of indices examined addressed the notion 
of job motivation. It is apparent that individuals must be 
attended to in an organization and willing to remain with it 
in order for the organization to function at an optimal~level. 
MotiJation is normally i~erred from productivity data and 
other sources. However, an additional indication may be found 
in the tenure of the membership. The benefits outweigh the 
cost of leaving the organization. 
The scores (Table #2) are significantly correlated 
toward the positive. Question #35 (see page ~t) shows fully 
88~ of the respondents chose to say "to a very little extent"tt 
or on the lowest scale. The significantly high" positively 
correlated score bears on the organization's effectiveness in 
the day-to-day operation. They must rely on the abilities of 
their m.embers to adopt work behaviors that are irlpossible to 
"- ;,:..:.­
, .: ~ 
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s~ ecify within a job description. These are uhe behaviors 
that, when positively manifested, indicate a high level of 
moti7ation. Competition within the market place for end 
products of this organization is extremely keen. In order 
to be a viable entity, the organization must look to cost 
reduction, both administratively and in manu~actur:'ng. Along 
with these efforts, organizational members must be prepared 
to alter the methods by which daily business is conducted. 
T~e job c~rur-ge index (Table #3) attempts to gauge the 
willingness or resistance to change that may occur among 
orgenization members. 
Question #19 ("Sometimes changes in the way a job is 
done are more trouble than they are worth, because they 
create problems and confusion. How orten do you feel that 
changes which have affected you or your job have been like 
this?ff) reveals the strongest negative correlation--a total 
of 53%. Question #22 ("During the past year, vlhen changes 
were introduced that affected the way your job is done, how 
did you feel about them at rirst?") is also meant to determine 
Hhether or not changes in job structure or processes had an 
erfect. Question 1121+ ("Some people prefer doing a job in 
pretty much the same way because they can count on always 
doing a good job. Others like to go out of their way in 
order to think up new ways of doing things. How often do you 
do this on your· job?") provides the highest posi tive 
correlations--69% ror both. In these questions, the individual 






Questlon #20 (HProM t~ne to tine, changes in policies, 
proced'Jpes end equipment are ~.ntr':)duced by the man8.gement. 
ECH o::'""·'-en (:0 these lead to better 1·~D.YS of doing ~hin[s?") 
end Question 7;"~21 ("Hovl Hell do the various people in the 
?lrunt cr office who are affected by these changes accept 
them?") do not appear to provide the logicnl -crEXlsit:"on 
from 021e t'J the other. ~'1hat may appear here is support for 
tt2 negati~e correla~ion of ~uestions reg~ra~ng lateral 
c~HmlunicatiIn in the index on organizatior:E~l climate. Forty-
one per cent J."'e~~Dnded n significant:'y positive" to Question 
20. i~o\1ever, 47% responded "significan~ly negative tt to 7~~21 (0 
The final index assessed in the survey!questionIlaire 
was role conflict and ambiguity. This group of questions 
(see Table #4) seeks to elicit responses to how the individ­
ual perceives his role in the organization, and the reality 
of his role. Question #5 (ttl have to do things that should 
be done differently") addresses the amount of perceived 
discretion of the individual. Hhile 35% responded Uto a 
little extent", this is not a high positive correlation, but 
it certainly is more substantial than the 12~ total for a 
"negative response. ff Question 117 (n I receive incompatible 
requests from tHO or more people") bears on the individual's 
perception of conflicting input which leads to tension and 
stress. The survey indicated that, in fact, those partici ­
pants did not see this as the case. Their response on this 
, 
item was 47% "positive" p~d 35% "extremely positive" or "to 




Q.'.lestion ,}10 (f1 I know what my responsibili ties are fT 
confirms the preceding item and would seem to indicate that 
the responsibilities are not ambiguously defined. T~1e 
response correlated at 17% positively. 
Question #13 (nI should be allowed to make some decisions 
that are n)w being made on a higher level ft ) and Question #14 
("I have enough authority to handle the problems that ccme up 
in my grour tf addr3ss the individual's perception of the fit) 
of ~is current roJs, and how much control he has in it. 
Questi8n #17 (ttl do things that are apt to be accepted by 
one person end not by another") attemnts to asce~tai!l ~·:'1ether 
~r not rer~rting functions are an &rea of increased tension. 
The low positive oorrelation does not appear to be indicative 
of this circumstance. 
CONCLUSION 
Evaluation Question #1 : 
The evaluation question to be asked was "Could insight be 
gained into specific elements of managerial conflict through an 
unstructured type interview of the corporate president and the 
supervisor-mana.gement team?" 
The corporate president felt that the superv:i.sor-management 
team was indeed under stress and acting in a pressure-type 
environment. He felt, hOl·lever, that the cipcumstances under which 
his supervisor-management t·eam operated 'VIere not necessarily any 
different from that in other organizations. One might also 
~'~urmise that the size of the ox~ganization (a medium-sized manufac­
turing rirm) would, in fact, present a situation of r.lultiple 
rGspons~bilities for the.supervisor-management team. 
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The literature review has provided the Sffi~e descriptive 
defj.nitions of a medium-sized mantnracturing firmo It notes 
that one of the key elements of a successful small-to-medium 
sized manufacturing firm often lies in its flexibility and 
the fact that it does not entail a large bureaucracy for 
making decisions or taking action. 
The conversations and d~scussio~s with the superviosr­
manag8me~t team yielded essentia~ly the sanle irLormation. 
Those wi th W~:10m I spoke fel t tha.:~ they ",rere q~.:d. tG ce.pable in 
m~y instE"nces of ha:ld1ins more respon3i'bility. The members 
of t ~..:e ta[J.:n seemed to be [;'-vJ'are of their responsibili ties and 
the philosophies of the organization. 
It was mentioned previously that a program had been 
developed in which all of these individuals participated. 
One of the important points for key members of ··this group 
was to establish an organizational chart.. This was very much 
a necessity for some members of the supervisor-management 
team. The chart showed a relatively flat organization. '~ile 
this chart gave a definitive statement on the character and 
structure of the organization, it would appear that some of 
the supervisor-managers do not accept the flattened organiza­
tional structure. 
Ev~lu~t~o~.~~stion#2: 
The question addressed by this research "Are there 




A general cor~ent on the broad interp~etation of the 
fou~ indices used 1-[ould Seel., to iTldicEJ.te 1.0 remarkable 
trends, or the prim~cy 0~ one index o~er the other, in 
predicting conflict. 
Ut~liz~ng the arithmetic mean as a unit of analysis 
m&y not provide the detailed statistical analysis other 
researchers employ; ho~"lever, for purposes of this research, 
i."t ~_s noteworthy to ind:tcate that the me,~.:.ns do not vary 
rdC:'llficantly from \.;hc.t ':,his researcher considered tqe 
central or neutral point on the Likert scale.· (#3) • 
The i~uex that may provide an ~rea for further 
investigation would be the index of organizational climate. 
As mentioned, this index attempts to view the communication 
process and the decision making practices that are natural 
outgrowths of communication. The positive correlation 
relating to the receptiveness of upper management to the 
ideas and comrrlunications of middle management is encouraging. 
However, the lateral communication's pattern seems to be in 
an area where intervention might prove effective. vfuat the 
sprvey indicates is that the majority of those participating 
did not view the communications received on a lateral level 
~d/or sent in this plan as being of significant value. 
The index relevant to job chffi1ge provides little insight 
into an extremely assumptive set of questions. The high 
negative correlation displayed in the questions relevp~t to 
job change ~nd its value could be related to the anxiety of 




Tb.e pu:i-'cive aspec J,:: of th:'s inde:-: r1[~Y 08 c.:.ptured in 
Both questions L2d ~ hiGh positive 
.. (6 oc-f)cor:'E.:1 n:·J.on /;0. ~his m8.~:'" suggest tnat the p2.l',ticipants 
c.re active1~r seeki11g, or at least aware of, hOl-l to be more 
e:.~.:'icient i!1 the e:;;.:ecution of ~heir respective :,oles. 
'ihe index covering role conflict and ~~mbiguity may 
~erve as an example of why not to jump to these conclusions. 
~&r1~er the index of organizational cliMate was reviewedc 
Let's take a. moment and recapitulate whe.t the survey 
shows. First, the organizational climate index was said to 
repl'l0sent the e',)111luun:'ca"Gi0ns network. To tl'.:.e ext9nt that 
this upward, downward and lateral communicatio~ is effective 
so, too, will be the decision making pr~ctices of the members 
of the organization. 
Given the negative correlation of this index, how then 
is it possible for the index of role co~lict and ambiguity 
to correlate on the positive end of the continuum~ 
1-That the index "Role Conflict and 1...mbigui ty" reveals 
are a group of individuals who see no reason to change the 
present direction of an organization's development. Further, 
these supervisor-managers, by a large 71% margin, are aware 
of their responsibilities and are nb1e to carry them out 
because they have the authority to do do. (Reference correla­
tion: Role Conflict and Ambiguity, Table #1~_, Ques -Cion #1 L~; 
with correlation positive at 53%~. 
Two finnl notes, as they relate to this index: first, 
the supervisor-managers did Sh01-1 a perceptible positive 





Second, as in the cese of the ~ndex for org~:izational 
clir:J.o..te, severr..l statisticp.l end ir:.fero!i"ciuJ. results could 
"oe d:'a1~"11 from. this research. For the purposes of' it, I 
noted the counterbalence this index provides when compared 
to c· the~")s. 
The index dealing with motivation 1.-ln.s the area Hhere 
signific~lt positive correlation was presented throughout 
the entire index. Eighty-eight percent of the survey 
respondents did not feel that time dragged. More impressive, 
the 94% positive correlation was observed as reg&rding 
involvement. Research into the mechanisms by which individu~ls 
are or are not motivated is too lengthy to review here. What 
the survey does suggest is that this index elicited a highly 
positive correlation. 
The survey/questionnaire did not reveal a" significant 
correlation between the ~our indices: organizational climate, 
job changes, motivation and role co~lict and ambiguity as 
accurate precursors o~ situational co~licto This is not to say 
that the indices may not yield or act as a predictor of 
situational co~lict. What it does state is that no signifi ­
cantly statistical evidence was presented to support the 
indices in this case study. The literature review does provide 
some relatively insightful theories on conflict. 
What becomes apparent in revj.ewing the 1iterature is the 
relatively new philosophy of Dlanagerial conflict. The hypothe­
sis of the school of literature sees conflict as being o~ some 
vnlue. The general conclusions of this literature do not 
l')ecoml'lend programs whose goal is elimination of conflict. This 
'\. '. , 
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This body of literature sees conflict as part of organizational 
:ife, an'l a cir'cuYr.stance thut must be m,':ln2,ged in oree!" to 
maximize the goals and objectiv&s of the orgffi1ization. 
Implications 
The ::ac.!c that no significant cOl'"'relat·i·:;ns Here identi:'ied 
throug~ ~dninistration .of the survey/questiolli1aire tJl&Y be due 
·co celitaL.l f';:.ctors; for instance, t.~'1Rt the reseo..rc;-.Ler H8.S a 
wember of ~hc organization. This night have influenced the 
outcome of the survey. The possibility that the cOl~porate 
president's knowledge of the project, along with the me~~ers 
beine; r:.t",a~e tha c he lias inform.ed of it, also may have influenced 
the outcome. 
One f'inal reason that the survey/questionnaire did not 
provide a significant ~orrelation between the indices and the 
situational conf'lict could well be that, as they related to 
these indices, the supervisor-management team of this organiza­
tion did not perceive them to be antecedents of conf'lict. 
Recommendations 
vfuile the case study under~Dzen by this researcher 
produced no conclusive results, i±'was not without value. The 
case study did provide valuable insight into the functions of 
a given organization, and it also afforded the researcher an 
opporttmity to investigate the literature relevant to conflict 
mp~agement and organizational development. It is f'rom this 
literature that my primary recommendations were drawn. 
In order to identify co~licts, organization members must 








In l:":1::'ch .conflicts occur, llhen the:T c.rise, ho:·J often they 
hSppe!1, end lli. th whom they occur. 
On c 't.! R~," to ac comp1 i ;:.31. tti.i sis to no t e in u-r i t ing \·:hen 
these Cil"CUli1s·c2,nceG are pl""'esent. By recording these si tUQtions 
the indlvidue.l is able to rev'ieH the occurren~e afte::-- the fact, 
the a0vantage being that '\rIh:.:; one has 'vri tten CP.-.D then be 
compared to hOH' the individual remembers the situation. These 
d~ily entries C~ be compiled into a log of co~lict situati~ns. 
F·~-·on this log tl-"-e j.na :'_7idual can ascertain ,fi-.e·C1.1er or not the 
patterns o~ con~lict are occurring, wheth~ or not they ~~v01v8 
specific inG::'vir5uals, and whet~·..er they occur under si~·~.lG.r 
circunstances. 
Utilizing this type of self-review can provide a snap 
shot of how well the individual is relating to other 
organizational members as well as how other mcnbers relate to 
him. 
This information can suggest methods for managing conflict. 
For instnnce, if an individual finds conflict situations that 
occur ~ater in the day when one might be fatigued, he can plan 
to meet with the indificual whom he's had conflicts with 
earlier that day. If an individual finds that conflict is 
occurring with a specific person, it might be advantageous to 
have a third party present in order to have a mediating party 
available. 
This recot1rrnendat:i.on implies that the tndividual has a 
primary responsibility for addressing and managing conflict. 
One ~urther recommendation should be made in relation to 







a su:.~e;r/questio!U1aire., opportuni ties should be included for 
lJ"ri tt,e!l expression as opposed to numeric responses or:ly. 
~~his P~='ViOC3 input from the partici:r:nnts; this vrri tten part 
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1.	 Most questions can be answered by circling one of the 
answer spaces. If you do not find the exact answer that 
fics your case, use the one that is closest to it. 
2.	 Please answer all questions in order. 
3.	 Remember the value of the study depends upon your being 
straightforward in answering this questionnaire. 
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1. How r(~(. ~pti ve are those above you to your ideas and suggestions? 
1 234 5 
2. To what extent are you told what you 










3. To what 
plant? 





4. All in all, 
work group? 
how satisfied are you with the persons in your 
1 234 5 
5. I have to do things that should be done differently. 
1 234 5 
6. I have to buck 
assignment. 
a rule or policy in order to carry out an 
1 234 5 
7. I receive incompatible requests from two or more people. 
1 234 5 
8. Standards of performance and control systems have been 
established in writing. Schedules, programs or project 
specifications are used to guide work. 
1 234 5 
9. I know that I have divided my time properly. 
1 234 5 
10. I know what my responsibilities are. 
1 234 5 
11. 'There is some qul~ s tion abou t who i s really running my group. 
1 234 5 
12. Someone 
orders. 
in addition to my immediate superior gives me direct 
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are 
being rrad0 at a higher level. 
1 2 3 4 5 
13.	 I sh:)uld De allowed to make some decisions that now 
I have enoui,Jh at: +~hority to handle the problems that come up14. 
in	 my group. 
1 2 3 4 5 
15.	 I }~ave to do things that should be done differently. 
123 4 5 
16.	 I receive an assignment without the proper manpower to 
complete	 it. 
123 4 5 
17.	 I do things that are apt to be accepted by one person and 
not	 by others. 
1 .~ 3 4 5 
18. I frequently have much more work to do	 than I can handle 
during	 the time available at work. 
1 234 5 
19.	 Sometimes changes in the way a job is done are more trouble 
than they are worth because they create a 'lot of problems 
and confusion. How often do you feel that changes which have 
affected you and your job have been like this? 
1 234 5 
20.	 From time to time changes in policies, procedures and 
equipment are introduced by the management. How often do 
these changes lead to better ways of doing things? 
1 234 5 
21. How well do the various people in the plant	 or offices 
who	 are affected by these changes accept them? 
1 234 5 
22. During the past year when changes were	 introduced that affected 
the	 way your job is done, how did you feel about them at first~ 
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23.	 WiLo~~ tr~ past year, have there been any changes in the way
 
yo\.:.r jcb is done like in the equipment you work wi th, the
 
....o::k nr,)c··:aures, the job standards and requirements, the
 
ki.nj ;r records you have to keep, etc.?
 
1 234 5 
24.	 Some people pLefer doing a job in pretty much the same way
 
because this way they can count on always doing a good job.
 
Others like to ~o out of thelr ~~y in order to think up
 




1 2 3 4 5 
25.	 Do you tryout, on your own, a better or faster way of 
doing	 something on the job? 
1 2 3 4 5 
26.	 How much do you look forward to coming to work each day? 
1 2 3 4 5 
27.	 To what extent do you feel your pay is related to how much 
you	 help your company be successful. 
1 2 3 4 5 
28.	 How are objectives set in this plant. 
1 2 3 4 5 
29.	 'l'O what extent are decisions made at the right levels in 
this	 plant? 
1 2 3 4 5 
30.	 When decisions are being made, to what extent are the persons
affected	 asked for their ideas? 
1 2 3 4 5 
31.	 People at all levels in a plant may have information about how 
to do things better. To what extent do you feel such information 
at all levels is used? 
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32.	 ~o wh':-Jt. extent (1":')es this plant have clear-cut reasonable 
cjoal s and objE.ctives.
 
1 2 3 4 5
 





.34. To what extent do you enjoy performing the actual day to day 
activities chat make up yc..ir job? 
1 234 5 
35.	 On most days on your job, does time see. to drag for you? 
1 234 5 
36.	 Some people are completely involved in their job-- they are 
absorbed in it night and day. For other people, their job 
is simply one of several interests. How involved do you 
feel in your job? 
1 234 5 
37.	 How often do you do some extra work for your job which 
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